Royalty-Free Collection Ideas

Each category contains a number of different collection ideas. The numbers refer to the collection ideas the letters are for subject reference only.

A. Beach
1. Flip-flops and sandals
   - held in hand
   - walking on beach (m/f together/separate)
   - woman on beach (flip-flops on polished feet)
   - on sand alone/footprints leading out of sandals
   - on doormat/shoe rack (many colors/sizes)
2. Inflatables
   - on sand, water, at beach/park, crammed in car
   - beach balls, floating devices
   - rafts, tubes, water wings
3. Beach Toys/Sun Elements
   - bucket/shovel, floaties
   - sand castles
   - hats, sunglasses, sunscreen
   - beach towels, water bottles, umbrellas
4. Hammocks
   - with feet, relaxation
   - alone, hanging from trees
   - silhouettes/close-ups with beach landscapes, etc.
5. Beach Chairs/Umbrellas
   - different colors/beaches/daytimes
   - with and without people

B. Hula
1. Details
   - hand/feet/hip movements and motions (studio, etc.)
   - accessories on body (haku, kupe’e, lei, grass skirts, coconut bra, ti-leaf.
   - implement close-ups (ipu, uli’uli, ili’ili, pu’ili, kala’au sticks)
2. Full Body
-Models doing hula movements
-different locations, daytimes
-guy/girl

C. Hawaiian Design Elements

1. Craft Elements
   -the act of making items (hands/people in shot…lifestyle)
   -leis, tapa, quilts, poi, lauhala, baskets, carvings
   -used (lei around neck, hands with drum, etc)

2. Elements alone
   -MORE!!!
   -leis, tapa, baskets, carvings, tiki statues, drums, silk flowers, kukui nut products, ukuleles, torches, print material
   -variety of backgrounds, angles, daytimes, etc.

3. Clothing
   -muu muus, grass skirts, aloha shirts, pareos, coconut bra, hula skirt, beach towels, Hawaiian quilts, straw hats
   -worn, hung (clothesline/closet), different locations

D. Asian Design Elements

1. Asian Goodies
   -items with or without people
   -kimono, abacus, bamboo shoots, getas, fans, umbrellas, tea cups, chopsticks, ceramic bowls, makeup

E. Food

1. Hawaiian/Pacific Food
   -plate lunch, sushi, sandwiches, fruits/nuts, poi, fish (poke)
   -luau food (buffets, entrees, hands dishing up food)

2. Asian Food
   -sushi, musabi, saimin, rice bowl, yen bentos
   -utensils?

3. Drinks and Desserts
   -coconut/pineapple drinks/cocktails, garnishes (umbrellas, lemons, backscratchers, etc.
   -different tropical colors and glasses
- delicious and colorful desserts (fork cutting, lifting to mouth, alone)

4. Fruits and Nuts
   - cut open (showing meat), studio and outdoors on table etc.

F. Transportation
   1. Hawaiian/Beach style
      - rustic surfer cars, Schwin bikes (with surfboard racks, etc)
      - taxi’s, thebus, mopeds, skateboards, etc.
   2. Asian
      - boats, carts, horse carriages, bikes, motorcycles, etc

G. Health/Beauty/Fitness/Exercise
   1. Spa Elements (detail shots)
      - soaps, towels, lotions, relaxing elements, leaves/herbs, manicured nails
      - include w/hands and feet and w/out
   2. New Age Exercise
      - yoga, tai chi, capouira, meditation, stretching, martial arts
      - different backgrounds/angles, etc.
   3. General Exercise
      - people jogging, working out/lifting weights etc.
      - exercise equipment (weights, machines, shoes, clothing)
   4. Beach Babes

H. Activities
   1. Hawaiian Picnics/BBQ’s
      - green park or beach w/picnic basket/blanket
      - local food (on grill, etc), utensils/flowers
      - with or without people (LOCALS)
   2. Hot Spots in Hawaii (things to do)
      - where people like to hang
      - movie on the beach, galleries, downtown, mall, bars, international marketplace, restaurants, beach…?
I. Sports
   1. Elements – General/Team Sports
      -detail of equipment
      -golf clubs, soccer balls/net, basketball, etc.
   2. Up in the Air
      -frisbee fun, kites, balloons, clouds, people jumping
      -with/without people
      -items thrown in air (hats, flowers, confetti, books, sheer material
   3. Sailing – future??
   4. Water sports elements
      -boogieboards, skimboards, windsurfing, wakeboarding, jet-skiing, etc.
   5. Snorkeling/Scuba-diving
      -people with gear and swimming
      -gear on beach, in bags, different backgrounds, etc.
   6. Extreme Sports
      -rock-climbing, skateboarding, hang-gliding, parachuting
   7. Paddling/Kayaking
      -equipment/boats close-ups
      -people in boats, entering into water, etc.

J. Nature
   1. Waves
      -curls, textures, colors, close-ups, daytimes, etc.
   2. Trees
      -no palm trees!
      -different angles/backgrounds, etc
   3. Leaves/Vines
   4. Natural Power/Sources
      -energy: solar panels/sunshine, windmills, waterwheels
      -lightning, power plants, night/day shots, details, etc
5. Pattern/Textures
- sand, water, rocks, plant formations (veins, etc)
- abstract/blurry images (macros?): inside of flowers, colorful
  rhythmic images, cloud formations (careful…could be RM)!!
- Shadow formations: palm trees, people, other abstract
  patterns created by the sun (diff. colors/surfaces)

6. Elements of Sand
- footprints (birds and people), words, natural wave patterns
- sand castles, sand crabs, shells
- different colors of Hawaii sand (red, green, yellow, white, black)

K. People
1. Business Portraits (Formal)
- portraits/headshots of professional in workplace
  - in suits, aloha shirts, downtown and officespace

2. Business Portraits (Leisure)
- people on beach/poolside
  - in office w/flip-flops
  - in beach chair w/laptop, etc.

3. Asian Faces
- headshots of Asian people (Asian Americans)
  - different ages, colors, face shapes, expressions
  - close-ups, square

4. Body Parts—suggestions
- male and female (attractive)
  - close-ups of features: eyes, ears, back of head, profiles, body
    curves, nose, legs, feet, hands, toned stomachs/muscles, fat
    stomachs, okole.

5. Scenics w/People (also RM)
- large landscape showing back of person looking at it
  - alone, groups, families, couples, multi-ethnic, etc.
  - iconic and generic landscapes
  - shoulder and full-length
  - various ages

6. Baby Boomers (seniors)
- out and about activities/leisure
- in water, at beach/park, shopping, lounging in homes, riding bikes, playing board games/chess, laughing, cuddling.

7. Feet and Hands
- fetishes (studio shots of feet/hands in accessories: slippers, gloves, jewelry, bare, diff. kinds of shoes).
- accessories (rings, toe rings, anklets, bracelets, tattoos, etc)
- both women’s and men’s
- manicured/pedicured nails
- feet in hammocks, dancing, singles/couples
- feet on beach
- holding hands (different tropical backgrounds)
- motions (shakah, thumbs up, shaking hands, etc.)
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